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15,4(1974) 
HAMILTONIAN CIRCÜITS IN CüBIC GBAHïS 
Ján NINðÆк, Košice 
Abstract: This remark presents a construction of a cu-
bic graph vFig.l) without triangles with 18 vertice§ and 
just three Hamiltonian circuitsj thus solving Bos6k s pro-
blem from Tl]: whether each cubic graph with just three Ha-
miltonian circuits and at least three vertices has a tri-
angle. 
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Let G be the graph of -Fig.l. Since G 4oes not con-
tain any triangle, it will suffice to prove that it has only 
three Hamiltonian circuits. In the graph G all the edges 
-̂i *<v (-$&<' & S ) ©re called spokes as in 12]• 
Let us denote the set of all spokes in S by % . Two spo-
kes, t and nw ? are called conjugated if there exists an ed-
ge from the set i«0ocBJU«(»X-t *-l+*f % ^ » 0, 4* 2 ,...,? ? 
which is adjacent to both edges t and Air • 
Let Itl be the set of all pairs of conjugated spokes 
from 3t . It is evident that a Hamiltonian circuit in G 
cannot contain a spoke not belonging to a pair from Vt f 
nor air odd number of spokes from 9t . Considering certain 
symmetries of & ? we can suppose without loss of generality 
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that a Jiamiltonian circuit, if it exists in G 9 must con-
tain all the spokes from Ax for some £ e {4,&,•«,, 9 } , 
where &^m ixQz,c , ̂ ^ ? , \** U^x^ * » 0,4, 2, 3 J , 
A3-**-t*.t'» i-0,4, 3,4!, ^ 4 - % ^ | 4 - 0,4, 4, Si , 
&s*<HH >*>*>*>A>1> 3>4> Si t •*« * W n i 
-la 0,4, 2 ,9 , 5, 6*J, J ^ * * ^ ; * * 0,4, 3, 4 , 6 , ? ^ , 
A^i^z^^imO^'^^^^i and JL9~ ix^x* •, 
k,* 0 , 4 , 2, 3 , 4 , 5", 6, ?? . 
Now, for each £ e «C4, 2,.-., 9 } we shall examine all possibi-
lities for a Hamiltonian circuit passing through all the spo-
kes from A* . In this way we shall find out that in the 
graph 6 of Fig. 1 there exists no Hamiltonian circuit which 
contains just all the spokes from A ^ , for $>=? 4,2,3,4,5*,69 6,9 
and that it has just one Hamiltonian circuit which passes 
through all the spokes from A * . This circuit is drawn in hea-
vy line in Fig.l. By rotating (40° and 80°) this line in G 
we get only two new Hamiltonian circuits. It follows from 
this fact that the given graph 5 in Fig. 1 has just three 
Hamiltonian circuits. Thus the proof is finished. 
Evidently, the graph S of Fig. 1 is not planar. There 
remains a question if there exists a planar cubic graph with-
out triangles with just three Hamiltonian circuits and at 
least three vertices. 
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